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t Research and Education -in Community Action Projects 

.Paul pglter 

--
This paper is desigr,ed to. set some guide lines for discussion and thought 

for peoiJle who are workinB with research and education l~rojects. As areas of 
work, ) rograms in these fields are either inadequate or lacking altogether. The 
amum;;,tt ::..~r .. :interest that is currently being shov1 in th(' r development is part 
of v1hat tve should view as a generally healthy move toward intensifying the 
efforts of :;>rote~t organization as well as hroadening their base. It is not 
within the scope 6f · the ~ ieee or the experience of the author to provide a 
blueprint or set of stepby step instructions about research or education. 
Partly this is a result of the generality .of the . paper v1hich makes -a blue
print difficult:, but . ev~n more it ' is· a product of the fact that no one has 
been doine v1hat ~ve 're doing t .oday ··long enough to produce a blueprint. Whether 
that is fortunate or unfortunate I leave to the reader, v1ho is likely to be 
less sanguine about these matters than I. Note as \vell please that this is 
a worldng paper and is not considered by its author and should not be thought 
of by the reader as comprehensive or finished or adequate. 

.f: .. ; 
The notion 'of_t;"esearch is one that is easily bandied about these days 

by !:JeO;?le whowant to improve the -quality of our vmrk organizing. However, 
many still suhst.antially lack a cle.ar conception of v1hat is meant by research 
and what we expect it to accofup lish, not to mention how we expect to organize 
research once we have charted a direction for it. Many of us are guilty of 
thinlcing that in"research" lies the missing link between us and the revol
ution. It is simply not true. There is a function for research (especially 
if that .concept is broadly defined) but the function is limited, even at its 
best, res<=rarch is ,a scn:ewhc:t more organized way of discovering and talking .· 
about a '?ariety of organi.zing and political problems. lt has lim~ ted predictive · 
value ·-in any area . of SOcial science e:nd it has even 1£SS potential (and Vir
tually no history) as a to~l in social revolution. Its virtue (th_at it is . 
systematic and analytic) .is also one of its limitations-; research should not 
lead peo!) le ~o forsake their intuitive sense if . the direction of local move
ment, the mood of the people, the issue ,that can be best used to move masses, 
the time to act, etc. Given the. com? l-exity of the situations in tyhich we Hork 
and the infinity · of · variables that · alter and ef~ect it, in the .final analysis 
the decisions must ba made through the intuitive sense of the ? eop le close to 
those sit;.uations. Research is an im;:>ortant but partial Hay of enlightening 
that in.tuition. .· · 

. Our view of research encompasses education. The t~-10 are so closely 
.. related that a good piece of each must be discussed in relation to the .other . 
. Too many ·inside the academy , v1here ;)e ople have an investment in maintaining 
·the esoteric tools of their trade ~ research continues to be a mystery. But 
\le must find tiays to understand in simple terms the research that we do for 
ourselves and that others do for us if it is to be useful. In part this means 

· that l-le must educate ourselves to the meaning of the research \ole are · doing 
and educate researchers to the r eality of community organizing. One of the 
reasons that so much Qf '{.Jhat is currently called research is not usable by .· 
the people 'vho need it is because they have failed to develop the skill to 
bend accumulated data to their ~urposes. It is in this particular sense that 
the distinction between research and education becomes blurred. ~Jben an 
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organizer studies the basic information about the economic condition of tbe com
munity in t~hich he i ,s worldrig, he is, it is safe to say, educating himself. But 
the effort by this same person to discover wha t that information i~p.lies for 
action is a ldnd of research. It is this simple :1rocess of :mtting questions to 
data and finding data that helps to anst.rer questions (t..Tith or t:Tithout the i)ara
Ilhenalia of written reports' chi squares' and the like)' that must comprise 
much of the research He do. This attitude of mind t-lhicl- organizes material and 
experience to somev1hat systematically deal Hith problems of organizing is critial 
for us to develop in organizers. 

Given this frametvorl~, there are three reasonably straightfonvard . research 
areas. First, is a basic or analytic approach to finding out what needs to be 
done and how best to do it. Second, is n muckraking and polemical function : of 
exposing conditions, formulating a set of demands, and developing a factual 
basis of argument to sup~ort action and gain support from relevant ~ublics; 
third, which is really a combination of the first two, is the development of 
staff and community educational programs directed in part tm-1ard equipping people 
to carry out research .and to apply n quantity of new information to their action. 
The research/educational function tlill of course operate in different t-1ays for 
different groups (staff, professionals, community people, and students), but it 
seems possible to involve all of these people. · 

a) the oreanizer is clearly the most critical individual in the research 
operation no matter hoH it is construed if for no other reason than that he must 
v7ith his colleagues and people from the community decide what research is to be 
done and how the information gained is to be used in shaping and developing the 
project. This does not mean thnt the organizer should commit himself to sub
stantial and elaborate research programs; that is the job of the professional or 
perhaps of students. His job in relation to formal research is primarily that 
of co-designer and interpreter. 

On the other hand, the organizer is probably the only person t-lho can gather 
the most critical information about the conununity because he is the individual 
tvho is in the · community., t·lho develops access to people and their ideas, and who 
must test their responses to b..i.s-t-lork through the implementation of program. 
The research aspects 9£-hiS ~;ork are discussed in another section, but it should 
be clear from what ·-r; mentioned here that the organizer must develop a capacity 
to deal with the interpretation of material and the collection of information. 

ThHf does not imply higher degrees or years of training; on the contrary 
peop1e Hho have suffered this experience \-lill have to be "untrained" in many 
cases betore they can ~end their t a lents to organizing people as well as data. 
In practice, developing a c apacity is likely to mean participating in some .kind 
of regular educationa l mee ting, where s omeone is responsible for making a ~re
sentation or an "expert" co~es to speak, or a group discussion is planned . Giv
ing careful consideration to what should really be discussed and putting that· in 
coherent order can .itsel f add immeasurably i n enriching the examination of t-1hat's 
happening. Among other things the seminar can serve to acquaint people \-lith 
existing studies--statistical data, attitude surveys, historical case studies~
information about the community and the structure of city politics, techn~ques 
in other areas of organizing, etc. 

Second, the organizer may initiate some research--such as the conununity 
survey discussed in Nicl~ Egleson' s iJaper. 
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Third, he needs research for pro?ananda purposes--\vhen_ the union research 
team proves that assembly line speed-ups are nothinB but profit-mal~ing measures, 
the interest and militance of the uorkers increases; and . the corporat.ion is 
exposed in the community, etc. Fourth, the keeping of analytical diaries by 
all staff members not only mnasses valuable first-hand nrmv" data but is a means 
of self-discipline \vhich makes a person more probing_ in his daily routines •. 

b) the _ professional researcher is the man \-tho is sympathetic and \vho happens 
to have certain sl~ills and interests \vhich can be of use. These persons, found 
in the labor, asademic, church, city and other bureaucraci~s, are important for 
the kind of insiBhts their \vork and their position gives them. If brought into 
an informal community-wide ring of thinking, and if they can be committed to 
spend at least some time in the organ~z~ng situation, their contribution to staff 
and community education can be phenomenal. 

It also seems wise to think of bringing interested professionals together 
with staff in order to insure their sensitivity of problems that actually con
front the staff and also to develop their ca?acity to deal with the impact of 
the movement on their institutional niches. 

\le should not simply look at profes sionals as individuals to be co-opted 
to serve out: ends as organizers. He should instead be clear that the po\ver of 
out: movement can only be incorporated in the structure of some new society if 
it penetrates to all the strata of the society--if it is capable of making some 
professionals, and house\..rives, and students and others see ne\v ways of organizing 
their ovm 1ives and trades.. In this sense there is a tendency of a social move
ment to -create a vortex of activity Hhich drm..rs together dif f use and normally 
seerenated groups in the society. It is critical that t·le seize the potential in 
this l~ind of situation. (for a fuller discussion of this question see the trans
cript of my speech in this set on "Students and Intellectuals as Agents of Social 
Change.") 

Thus the seminar and the whole series of contacts with outside people attracted 
to the movement becomes an important arena for extending the impact of the move
ment into other institutions and areas of the society. 

There is of course the problem that "outsiders•• may often seem to make more 
difficult the immediate tasks before the organizer. In \vhatever sense that is 
true. it is nonetheless offset by the importance of tJorking with these people 
and the immense contribution they can ultimately make. Often the difficulty \olith 
outsiders is, I suspect, tha t organizers fail to recognize their potential. 

c) the constituent community can also be involved in research- This espec
ially is true in determinine v1hat the informal patterns of the community society 
happen to be, and also for discovering propaganda material. In addition to these, 
research contributions, vrhich come naturally from the life experience of a com
munity resident, there are other important functions of a research nature that 
the indigenous person can play. For instance, it can be vital to involve local 
people in community attitude surveys, because of the contacts and issue dis
cussions \vhich occur bet\Jeen neir;hbors (for instance, if Hrs. Jones of the 
fifth floor, ,.,ent door-to-door through her apartment house asking about the 
educational level and needs of the youngsters ... ) Then also, there is the need 
for all of us, community people and radical organizers, to learn together hovl 
to study and understand the important features of the social structure. There 
is very little reason to exclude community people from staff discussions and 
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planning. It also seems possible to ' th.itik. of creating-special semfn.B.r~ . for the;·. 
staff and community people which 'in themselves can act : as V?-luable i:q.fo~tion- ··, 
gathering sessions where exchange between:· staff and community about.-.. :attituQ.es and 
thoughts about program is fonnalized; · andwhere community 'people b~gin to learn 
the skill of successfully' monitoring and elic'iting attitude and discussion about 
the program and effect of the local movement. 

d) students, so long as they continue to play a · critical role as a sup~ort 
group for protest activi ty and so long as they Gontinue to provide most of the 
recruits to · our organizations; need to be kept in touch w~ th ,.the work of loca;L . . .•. : 
movements. One way of doing this . may be throug!l research 'which University centered . 
people are particularly sui ted to do i.e. survey work over weekends, li'bracy re..: . 
search, case studies, etc . Again, there is a need to establish an educa:tional func
tion to insure that their research is relevant but more important to ensure that 
contact with -organizing has effect "on the material they study. . J 

. -; ·· ·: 

As with professionals, there :must be a recognition that students have aD: impor- . · , 
tant role in the development of an overall movement. Some of them will move direct-
ly into organizing work, but most are going to wind up in professions and other 
white collar ·occupations . Their ability to resist the corrosion . of thei,r vocations .. . . 
and to begin to develop radical :perspective on them 1-rill be deeply affected by 
thei r orgahizirig experience:, even if ta.ngential. Where this can receive som~ so.rt 
.of organi.za.tiohal expression, : i=ither ;iocal oT national, the effect is likely to 
be- even mor-e· p:rof ound,' e.g. ' t he LaW' Stud~nts Civil Rights Committee or SDS~ 

The Organization of Research 
The organization of these resear~h tasks is a substantial job. It is probably 

necessary to have within each project one individual who acts as a researcb¥educa
tion director. His job is not primarily one of doing research, although he· must 
be in a position to follow research work and take personal supervision of its devel
opment . We are describing an' individual with substantial organizational ability 
who among other things must be able to deal with a large variety of people ranging: 
from leaders in the community to people who have been isolated in institutional 
slots for thirty years. Not only must he be able to work with these groups indi
vidually, he must also be able to make them work together to a certain extent, to 
come to speak a common language and deal with one· another as constituents •and 
equals in a movement. Given the pervasive segregation of our society on class as 
well as racial lines, the ability of a research/education director to direct situa
tions of contact and exchange is critical . Su£fice it to say that this role invests 
him with a major political position within the organization and as an interpreter of 
it. 

Although it should be clear from the ahovc, we want to underscore our convic
ion that there is a vast array of talent to be put at the disposal of organizers 
if they have the imagination to capture it. There are like-minded people in 
almost every institution and occupation 1vho can be put in touch with one another, 
at least in part, through the kind of research we are discussing. They are a 
potentially very powerful unorganized group . This fact in itself should encourage 
organizers to select carefully the peopl~ who are initially brought in to aid in 
·research; they will tend to recruit people 1Yho are like them and fend off those 
of differing political vievrs or organizational experiences. . 

Although we have insisted that res earch is not esoteric, that it arises out of 
the immediate needs of community organization, there are still quite legitimate 

. ' ~ 
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questions about methodology that :~~-. be 
as well as the adtuaJ. areas in whi'ch to 

.··~' . t ~. ,_. • 
questions that can and .· should be asked. 
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employed by untrained researchers 
focus research i.e., the kinds of 

\ :.:··. 
It is difficult to deal with these problems in' much·· -deta11' outside 

of the actual situation . . Much depends , on;. what · th.e ~rganiziltion is, what 
its initial interests ar~, _and the 'kinds of skills Uat are ·represented with
in -it. A project d·ea:).,ing with unemployed workers has different needs from 
one working with ~~e g:f:fect Of defe~se spending on a locaJt_ ·community, and 
these again are different from the needs of a community-based civil rights 
action program. Thus any suggestions about what needs to be researched are 
likely to be frustratingly vague within the confines of this paper . .Several 
formal areas of explaraticn can nonethel~es be suggested. 

a) approaching the problem or community. ·. An organizing effort . may · 
range in.;i.I)itial specificity from fairly exact · knowledge .of what is to be 

·. ';,. 
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done and wh.o·· 1os to do it Ce. g . . setting up the . local office of the .March on 
Washington) to "a rather vague . and general notion of what is being done (e . g. 
organizing unemployed or extending civil rights action into a new community) . 
The survey suggested by Nick Egl eson in his contribution to these papers seems 
to be an excellent 'device • .. What his experience suggests (that the survey 
itself is less important · than the opportunity it gives for p.e9ple to get 
to know the community and vice versa) can easily be extended-beyond the -form 
of the survey. There. are many". indi yiduals ·· and groups in any community who 
should be met a:hd: sounded ,out ·at an eariy date. Some may be the enemy (e.g. 

. . -::::. 

talk to the police); some 'may; be ·well 'acquainted with the community and its 
problems (e.g. radical t~e social workers or scholars), while most are 
part of the area to be studied in the sense that they alter and effect po
litical, economic and social life within the area . It is probably as i~portant 
to see and smell the inside -of the :rcl.ice station, school and welfar~ Qffice 
as i-t · ±s .. -the----inside··. of· p!!!ople 's henries. In short, early work should c6,n<;:,~ntrate 
on getting to know the a:rea /and· the people in it and the institutions _qf.. 
that community. An essent.~ .~1 .ingredient of th_e idea of a : SJ.ll;-v'ey or ~ani;fliar
ization is the notion that tllere is a period of grace in which'J spe;df:iG -r· 
co~ttments to program D,eed.: ;not be made. Depending on tlie ·avaiiabiiity of 
hUman resources and time .the survey process may be formalized into · ·q_ti~~tiormaires 
or interviews or library rese,arch . · In experienced workers will probably 
find it difficult to discount ·the advice of "experts," but it is probably 
wise to do so until one reels that he has enough information of his own to 
begin to critically evaluate what they have to say . 

b) determining the effectiveness of the organization. Beginning with 
the formation of any organizing effort should be some system of evalua:tion 
of the effectiveness of the program and the people in it . This is particularly 
important to structure self-consciously since we so frequently find ourselves 
working in alien communities (i . e. places where we don't know how to tap 
the community to get "feed-back"), or even in communities which have as one 
of their features their tendency to withhold or disgUise information. The 
frustration that organizers feel in working in these situations has already 
been discussed . The ideal is probably to find indigenous people to the community 
who are initially sympathetic to the program and who will carefully watch 
the activity of the organization and report to people on the _impact they are 
making and why. However, most projects spend a long time working before they 
develop such contacts . Other devices might include frequent staff discussion 
on kinds of personal approaches that seem to open people up and team work 
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in s~ey situations .where one individual observes the work of the other and 
then co~ents on his effectiveness. Other "out-siders'.' may have developed 
contacts in the community which would allow them to get information on your 
impact and relay it to '":P u. 

Happily, one can test many elements of community response by actually 
testing program. People should not consider the rejection of a particular 
program as either a categorical rejection of them or the program. Something 
is wrong, and intelligent and sensitive observation of what in fact comprises 
the program you are attempting to develop will probably sUggest ways in which 
it can be altered or reasons for junking it. 

Finally, through organizational affiliation or inter-organizational 
contact, a system should be maintained in which people sympathetic to your 

work and preferably experienced in similar or related activity come into the 
staff to observe the way it is functioning in the community, converse with 
them, dratv out problems, and try to assist in planning. This kind o:f . ..ap.proach 
has. proved dramatically successful in numerous instances. 

It is also possible to develop more academic kinds of evaluation 
especially in areas where some concrete service is bei~~ offered, such as 
the tutorial. 

c) developing a community program. Although this section is partially 
sub~erged in the section of familiarizing oneself with the community, it is 
conveniently treated as a separate problem of research. The difficulty here 
is in making worthwhile general statements about something so specific as 
program development. 

The aspect of the approach that is most easily specified is the problem 
of finding out the condition of the people in the community and their per
ception about that condition and their desire to change it. Much of this 
is handled in the survey approach discussed above. However, there are more 
difficult problems that are not likely to be seen clearly simply through 
familiarity with the community; these may be called structural problems or 
conditions in the economy or polity that over the long run must be comprehended 
and dealt with. For example, information about the industrial structure 
of the area can tell one a good . deal about ~hat long-range job prospects 
are likely to be, what kind of a labor market is developing. Knowledge 
about the political machine in the area, its support and areas of strongest 

. commitment can reveal much about what programs will meet the strongest resist
ance and which are likely to have relative success. Knowledge about the general 
economic condition of the metropolitan and regional area can indicate the kinds 
of responses that can be made within the city, for example, before it must 
~urn to the state for help and in turn the kind of flexibility the state has 

. before it must ·seek federal support. . . , 

Students and academicians are likely to be of much help in securing 
this information as are trade unions which increasingly take a concern in 
long-range economic prospects as they effect jobs. The problem here is get~ing 
information broken down to the level where it can be of help in making de
cisions about program development. This requires that people who are doing 
research be clear what it is for and know a good deal about the conditions 
under which the project is working. 

• .. 

.. 
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There is anothe:r level at which'-this kind of research can operate as well. 
· Most simply stated, this is the process of tracing people's problems one or 

two steps beyond their actual incidence in the community. This kind of in
vestigation is suggested in .Jack Minnis' piece in these papers. A more 
direct approach, however, is to take a problem, !.~r example the wholesale 
repos~ession of personal property, an~ try to get at the higher structure of 
the problem, i.e. _why can't lower class people get low interest loans, how 
is interest officially regulated in the municipality and the state, what 
kinds of differentials in rates are found on class lines and caste:lines, 
who owns the lending institutions and regulates the credit structure and are 
those people vulnerable politically or otherwise, what other groups would 
or do have an interest in fighting consumer credit, is property deliberately 
sold in a way to allow reposs ession, etc . 

There a.re numerous -problems of this sort in any organJ..zJ..ng situation and 
the question as to which will be researched will depend on an intuitive judgement 
as to \vhich is most promising . 

d) muckraking and polemics. There is a large amount of research that 
falls into the category of exposure or the development of good propaganda. 
Again the Minnis paper suggests a way at and a reason for much of this material. 
We want here to more carefully enumerate some of the functions for this kind 
of research and the various audiences to which it may be geared. 

A first area is exposure of the extent and nature of the problem you 
are-working with, e . g. getting at local living conditions, the deterioration of 
the schools, the indecency of public institutions in the area and their 
inhumanity, public health problems, crime rates, etc. all couched in 
terms of the inadequacies of existing appraaches. 

There are a number of audiences for this kind of material. First it 
can be used in the general' community as a justification for radical action, 
i.e. as a method of at least neutralizing general hostility toward what you 
are doing . Second, in areas with "liberal" political machines it can be used 
to keep politicians off balance and to threaten their base of support. 
It may also serve to put other institutions or groups on the defensive. 
In addition, this kind of material can be used with sympathetic people as 
part of a fund-raising appeal. Finally, and by no means least important, 
a convincing, well-written document distributed to the people in the community 
might aid in gaining suppcrt for your work partl y because indigenous people 
~e not used to listing their problems in some sort of summary way, or thinking 
through the causes of thos e problems. · 

Second is a more selecti ve exposure of people and institutions in relation 
to the issue of the moment . The obvi ous need here is to pinpoint the issues 
and the target of action, as well as to counter the lies that are inevitably 
put out in response to challenges. A good example of such a document was the 
report prepared on discrimination in public schools in Chicago for the use 
of the school boy-cott. Once again, the same grouping of audiences and 
functions can be used for this kind of information. 

Third, and perhaps most important is the need to develop a program. 
This is a rather complicated problem since the need is not simply to have 
a few people sit down and think up a set of demands. That would be sufficient 
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we~e the. program only to ~ b"e<used for polemical purposes, i.e. to show the 
establishment that. we ca.n .:a.nd have thought of alt·ernatives to their way of ;. 
doing things . . However, we ar·e~ dealing increasingly with · the problem of de
veloping a program that. '\?ill . excite ·people and commit them to our effort 
-- a program that people will f:i·ght for. : This is particularly important 
in non.:.Negro 'areaswhere the impetus toward .action and protest is not strongly 
felt, where people must be convinced that there are alternatives worth fight-ing 
for. 

Such. an· effort is particularly important in an area like Appalachia 
where the government is already talking about a regional development program. 
There is acritical . need .to counter the program of the government with a 
program of the people and this can be developed in part through research. 
The caution here is that we not simply arrogate to ourselves or some hypo
thetical research staff of sympathi-sers the job of developing a program. 
The real test of our imagination and committment is likely to come over .the 
issue of whether or not we can involve the people we are working with in the 
process of planning a program and a society . 

It iS clear that we cannot simply approach people in the areas where . 
we_ a;r-e working arid ask them to develop a program. There needs to be a careful 
and sustillned dialogue between staff and community people in developing 
specific demands. . Part ·of the role of staff here is to provide v-is :Lon, 
to ·present alternatives, to begin as well to introduce the notion to people 
that somehow it is within their grasp to think about, choose among and effect 
those .alternatives. Within -.this framework professionals can aid in developing 
ideas a"bout how institutions can "be redesigned. To be specific, we need 
plans not only of. how to integrate schools in the North, but _much more 
important, how to make them run for .the benefit of students ' and communities. 

A last level of this many-fa.ceted '. problem is . for more academic researche.rs 
t o be involved with area and regional problems' e.g. what kinds of human and 
material resources are available ort Long Island, and hoY could they be utilized 
in riddlng that area of the defense economy and building something decent 
in its place. 

A fe1-r words need to be. said about education beyond the research-related 
aspects. Everyone -is quick to recognize that there. is a need for educational 
program in -the community, ... but . thus far there has been limited development of 
this kind of activity. In part this may be a result of inadequate staff, but 
as often we suspect it relates to inadequate conception. What after all are 
people to be educated about, particularly when they. lack the kind of training 
or experience to allow them to participate easily in abstract or general 
discussions? 

We seem too frequently -to bring our own experience in schools into our 
programs on the communit.y. Thus •re think of education as a situation in· 
"YThich people. read books . and sit .around in groups and talk about what they 
have read or .listen to someone ·else talk about it. Mostly we know that this 
is sterile before we begin, wh_ich is undoubtedly one of the reasons that 
so few people have begun. It should be emphasized as well that the people 
we are wor~ng with .have been even more tnaumatized by their educational 
experience than we. 

Education begins, we hope, YTith the beginning of every community program. 

-- --- - · _ ... 
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It begins on stoops and in kitchens and other places where organizers meet the 
people they want to work with, it takes place in small groups or in twos, 
it is reciprocated between the organizer and the unorganized, it not called 
education, but it is self-conscious. Self-conscious in the same sense that 
each staff person recognizes a need to extend the framework of .conversation, 
to follow up discussion about issues, to reach a level of rapport in which 
he and the people he is working with can begin to ask one another serious 
questions. At an early point the organizer should begin to seek out those 
individuals who have shown the most interest and talk to them periodically 
and purposefully. There is also a point fairly early at which indigenous 
people should begin to accompany the organizer on his excursions to meetings, 
foundations, confrontations with city authorities, city council sessions, etc. 

In some respects this is a highly select program, but it may well be 
the only way to start. There are opportunities for other kinds of projects 
such as freedom schools or community theatre or a community newsheet, all 
of which have their virtues of making public in the community certain issues· 
and questions and allowing people to discuss them. However, they are not 
substitutes for the richer kind of contact in which people begin to share 
experience as well as information. To the extent that experiential material 
can be brought into any of the media, they are likely to be improved. In 
much the same way as research Thlends into education, education should blend into 
the . ..ac.tual program of the organization and the set of experiences and en
counters that are the first elements of a new society. 


